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Understanding and Overcoming Ibrutinib Resistance in B-cell Malignancies 

Adrian Wiestner, Hematology Branch, NHLBI, NIH 

 

The BTK inhibitor ibrutinib is approved for treatment of patients with chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia (CLL), mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), Waldenstrom’s macrogolublinemia (WM), and 

marginal zone lymphoma. Activity extends to a subset of patients with follicular lymphoma and 

the activated type of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.  Response rates and durability of response 

differ considerably between different B-cell malignancies. While most patients with CLL and WM 

respond durably, about half the patients with relapsed/refractory MCL progress within a year. In 

CLL and WM progressive disease is often associated with the expansion of clones carrying BTK 

mutations at the ibrutinib binding site (C481). A further hotspot for mutations is found in the 

auto-inhibitory SH2 domain of PLCγ2 leading to activation of PLCγ2 downstream of BTK. In 

contrast, resistance to ibrutinib in MCL, has been linked to adaptive changes in kinome usage in 

tumor cells, particularly enhanced PI3K-AKT signaling. For most patients with CLL single-agent 

ibrutinib provides durable, well-tolerated disease control. However, patients with 

relapsed/refractory disease and TP53 aberrations are at increased risk of disease progression. 

Transformation to aggressive disease accounts for most cases of early progression, while 

progression after years of therapy often comprises multiple subclones carrying BTK and/or 

PLCG2 mutations. Virtually all BTK mutations associated with ibrutinib resistance lead to the 

replacement of C481 by a different amino acid; C481S, C481R, C481F, and C481Y. The 

diversity of substitute amino acids supports the notion that loss of the cysteine residue and 

consequently the loss of sustained target inhibition is indeed responsible for ibrutinib resistance. 

Subclones carrying resistance mutations can be detected more than a year prior to clinical 

progression and tend to gradually expand with time. Thus, detection of mutations prior to clinical 

progression provides a window of opportunity to adjust therapy. Given that reactivation of BCR 

signaling is the dominant mechanism of resistance in CLL targeting essential pathway 

components using different strategies is attractive. Substituting ibrutinib for a PI3Kδ inhibitor or 

use of a non-covalent BTK inhibitor, whose activity would not be diminished by C481 mutations, 

have been explored clinically; while targeting the MALT1 complex downstream of BTK and 

PLCγ2 is supported by preclinical data. An alternative strategy aims to capitalize on the 

improvement in immune function in patients on ibrutinib using CAR-T cells or bispecific 

antibodies sequentially or in combination with the kinase inhibitor.  

 

 


